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 First Mohanlal did Sabarimala song. Now this, he is doing "Oru Orma". Seems like a Surya song for this year.The Frugal Dozen
#7 The Frugal Dozen, a gathering of 12 bloggers, have been invited by a group of generous sponsors, Divine Spice Co, Simply
Recipes, Terra Plana, Perpetual Kidnapping and Mommy to share their favorite food storage recipes and products. You can see

The Frugal Dozen here and here. Every year, I look at this list of recipes and products and decide what I think are the most
interesting. I’ve never done a list before, so I’ve had fun checking out what you guys like. Here are a few things I’ve found

interesting: I have been doing a lot of Asian cooking this year. I especially like the Indonesian dishes. I’m having some fun with
the exotic and keeping track of it for a future cookbook. I had no idea about Bob’s Red Mill and am a little bit ashamed that I

didn’t know about it before. Asparagus. Ever since this year’s canning parties, I have been finding ways to use my fresh
asparagus. I had never eaten a whole pound at one time in my life before. I’m going to have to get a basket and a sharp knife.
I’ve been trying to be more creative with my zucchini. I’ve been baking with it, making zucchini bread, freezing it for later,

using it in a pizza crust and so on. I love it. I’ve been making stuff with the new Mountain House freeze dried food. They have a
really unique brand that’s perfect for camping and winter camping. It’s completely natural, meat, fruit and vegetables. It’s made
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in the US and it’s no-salt and no-sugar. There is a lovely company in San Diego called Terra Plana that makes hot water ice
cream. Now you can have hot water ice cream anywhere, anytime. I love a good muffin mix. The brand I use is called Country

Fresh, which is also sold at Wal-Mart. There are so many great olive oils. My favorite is Annabelle’s. I 82157476af
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